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Huge Sun Valley Blaze Illuminates the Importance of Adequate Fire Safety,
Notes Fire Protection Group Inc.

The Los Angeles fire safety consulting agency explains that a massive flare-up in a Sun Valley
salvage yard is a lesson in outdoor fire prevention.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) May 04, 2016 -- According to an article published April 22nd on Fire Engineering,
a massive flare-up in Los Angeles County’s Sun Valley area required more than 150 firefighters to put it out.
The fire occurred in a “Pick Your Part” salvage yard in which more than 15 cars became engulfed in flames.
Gentle winds caused the fire to spread to vehicles around them. This article indicates that, just because a
business operates outdoors, there are still measures that can be taken to reduce the risk of a flare-up and reduce
their destructive impact, according to Los Angeles based fire protection consulting agency Fire Protection
Group Inc.

The agency explains that, because fires can be caused by a near infinite number of factors, it is essential that
businesses are up to code and protected by state of the art fire protection systems. George Saadian, Fire
Protection Group Inc.’s lead engineer and general manager, explains that one of the most disastrous mistakes
businesses often make is to assume that its level of fire safety is adequate without undergoing a detailed
inspection. All too often, Mr. Saadian explains, proprietors and property owners operate under the assumption
that, by settling on minimal fire protection, they will be saving money in the long run.

Unfortunately, as Mr. Saadian says, this is neither a realistic nor sustainable plan. Time and time again, Fire
Protection Group Inc.’s lead engineer warns, fires routinely cause millions of dollars in damage when they
could otherwise have been prevented. What’s more, business owners and proprietors must ensure the well-
being of their personnel, he notes; many a company has had to declare bankruptcy amid potentially ruinous
personal injury and wrongful death lawsuits.

The good news, Mr. Saadian notes, is that if businesses take the necessary and recommended fire precautions,
they may actually end up saving money on their building insurance costs, not to mention earning the psychic
income that peace of mind provides. From professionally installed fire alarm systems, to essential fire pumps,
to high-tech fire sprinkler systems, Fire Protection Group Inc. explains that it supports its clients every step of
the way in the fire prevention process.

Mr. Saadian and the rest of the Fire Protection Group Inc. team conclude by adding that they are devoted to
spreading the message of fire safety and prevention. For more information about how residential property
owners or businesses can take steps to comply with all relevant rules and regulations and protect their property
from the potential outbreak of a fire, call Fire Protection Group Inc. today at (888) 251-3488 or visit their web
site online at http://www.firesprinkler.com/.
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Contact Information
Matthew Newton
Cyberset Corp
+1 (818) 883-7277 Ext: 121

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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